


Fullstop Presents: 

Book Soup! 
A new circus theatre performance for outdoors. A second phase for 

indoors will follow. 

Target audience: children from three to six years and their families. 

Audience capacity: 200 

Length: approximately 30 min. 

Stage size: 6 x 4 m. 

Total space required including seating and backstage: 14 x 11 m. 

Without text 

Performers: Wibbe and Vicki Pompe 

Director: Craig Weston 

www.fullstopacrobatics.com 

0032 474094908 

0032 487649146 

info@fullstopacrobatics.com 

fourth version dossier: 15-07-2017 

Illustrations: Wibbe Pompe  

 

 

 



 

Who are we? 

We are Vicki and Wibbe Pompe and after studying at 

Acrobatic Theatre in 2006. We are experienced at creating and performing circus theatre in the public space

We believe that the values of circus and

people who come together for a shared experience. 

Belgium. 

This dossier is about our fourth professional production. T
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What are we going to make and why? 

We think that a good children’s book is fantastic! This is because we read a wide variety of books to our own 

children. Reading to a child is a joy for everybody and for the child it is a step into a new world, formed by the 

text, illustrations, the voice of the reader and by a child’s imagination. This is coupled with the feeling of 

warmth and togetherness. Reading to a child also awakens the desire to read by themselves as they get a little 

older. 

Reading children’s books provides a good source of inspiration for us, but it is quite broad. There is one book 

called “Charlie Cooks favourite book” by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler that brought us upon an idea. We 

are going to imitate the structure of this story to create our own work. As an introduction, here is an extract 

from the first few pages:  

 

“Once upon a time there was a boy called Charlie Cook, who curled up in a cosy chair to read his favourite book... 

…about a leaky pirate ship, which very nearly sank and a pirate chief who got the blame and had to walk the plank. The chief 

swam to an island and went digging with his hook. At last he found a treasure chest and in it was a book… 

… about a girl called Goldilocks, and three indignant bears who cried “Who’s had our porridge? Who’s been sitting on our 

chairs?” They went into the bedroom and baby bear said “Look! She’s in my bed and what is more, she’s got my favourite 

book…” 

… about Sir Percy Pilkington, a bold and fearless Knight, who told the dragon, “Wait, I’m not quite ready for the fight! You 

must hear this one first!” and then his armour clank and shook, as he read aloud a joke he’d found (inside his favourite 

book)… 

…about…”  

J. Donaldson (2005) 

 

We would like to use the principle of a book within a book to create our show. This means that when a new 

book opens, a new story begins. Artistically speaking, this gives us a lot of freedom to create because every 

story can be completely different and we don’t have to hold ourselves to any one theme. Our goal has always 

been to let acrobatic technique work hand in hand with theatrical context and this project is no different. Using 

the concept of different narratives, we will have the freedom to place any tricks into any context (or vice versa) 

as long as it fits into a book (magazine, music score or newspaper!).  

Now, this structure is suitable for a children’s book, but for a live performance it seems a little one dimensional, 

so we don’t just want to play out stories, we want to be two people that are playing at playing out stories. 

Behind the presentation of these narratives are the performers themselves. How do we relate to one another? 

What happens for example if Vicki is performing a story and Wibbe suddenly shuts her book? Or what happens 

if two books should open at once? We consider this dimension worthy of exploring.  

Without words 

The use of text served an important function in our last show “Outside the box”. The theme of this 

performance; the roles that men and women play in society, especially the ways in which these roles can be 

manipulated, lent themselves to an exploration of language and its uses, to popculture and consumerism and a 

world full of images and words. The combination of text and circus technique was an exciting discovery that 

produced engaging results. 



With a title such as “Book Soup” you would be forgiven for thinking that we plan to continue our research into 

the combination of text and circus theatre, but you would be mistaken. There is an important argument not to 

do this: From the moment that we use the spoken word, we open the door to reasoning and causality; a world 

where A plus B is equal to C. We want to take our young audience from story to story, from atmosphere to 

atmosphere, to a world where the most wonderful and extraordinary events follow each other and where logic 

exists in emotion and movement in the space. If there are causal links and logic, then it exists between the two 

performers (as described above). 

Another reason for a performance without text is to keep our work international. Our network is very 

international, but we can only play “Outside the Box” in four languages: English, Dutch, German and French. 

This limits our contracts to countries where these languages are spoken well enough by the local population. 

 

Own universe 

It is our goal to welcome the public into our own universe, even if we are set up on the car park of the local 

supermarket! This is why we are investing in a rig and seating. 

1. A small, light rig. 

Of course, the function of our new rig is to hang up our rope and other stunts, but it also serves as our “house” 

where the action will take place as the public are invited into our world. We have asked Joppe Wouters (Circus 

Marcel) to make us a simple, yet elegant design that is adjustable in height to make our technical requirements 

more flexible. It will not be too imposing for our young public, simple and quick to set up, so we can be ready to 

perform at 9am, without having to get up at 3am! Here is a 3D drawing to give you an idea of how it will look: 

 

 



2. Our own seating. 

Bart Klinck, carpenter, will make the tiered seating according to a design by Le Fourneau centre for circus arts 

in Brest. Cirque Democratique de la Belgique are currently benefitting from touring with their own seats based 

on this design. However, we will need to adjust the design slightly to make them more user-friendly for the pre-

school percentage of our public. This is important for the future. With school performances in the back of our 

heads, we hope that a whole row of pre-schoolers can sit safely, without having to have parents or teachers 

sitting in between each child. We will adjust the height of the seats, so that if children drop something on the 

floor, they can easily get themselves on and off the seats without any disruption (for example, having to ask a 

teacher to help them). If we perform indoors, we would seat the public on the stage itself to create an intimate 

atmosphere. This is all to ensure that there is minimum disruption and maximum focus for the show.  

Here is a photograph of the original design. 

 

 

Where will we make it and with whom? 

MiraMiro is supporting us with two weeks residency in the Expeditie, an official declaration of intent and an 

advanced payment of four shows for € 7500,-. 

www.miramiro.be 

Circuscentrum is giving us two weeks residency in the Expeditie and offers constructive feedback and advice. 

www.circuscentrum.be 

Circusplaneet will give us one week residency in their hall and we are allowed to use their circus church for 

regular weekly trainings. In return we will perform, for no cost to them, at one of their events or festivals.  

www.circusplaneet.be 

Overijssel op straat has agreed to two weeks residency in Werkplaats Diepenheim in exchange for two shows at 

one of their festivals in 2018. 

www.kunstenopstraat.nl 



Destelheide is giving us a residency for ten days in their theatre space. We only need pay basic costs for food 

and accommodation. 

www.destelheide.be 

 

What is the timescale of this project? 

2 - 12 october 2017-----------------------------------------------Destelheide , Dworp 

23 - 27 october 2017---------------------------------------------Spurnzaal, Gent 

30 october - 5 november 2017-------------------------------- Circusplaneet, Gent 

13 november - 19 november 2017----------------------------Expeditie with Circuscentrum 

20 tm 26 november 2017------------------------------------------Spurnzaal, Gent 

4 - 17 december 2017--------------------------------------------Spurnzaal, Gent 

19 - 25 march 2018---------------------------------------Expeditie with MiramirO 

26 - 30 march 2018---------------------------------------Expeditie with MiramirO 

2 april - 15 april 2018---------------------------------------------Werkplaats Diepenheim with Overijssel op straat (NL) 

28 may - 3 june 2018-----------------------------------------------Expeditie with MiramirO 

april - june 2018---------------------------------------------------- Series of tryouts at schools and small festivals (to be 

confirmed) 

12 - 18 july 2018----------------------------------------------------First confirmed performance is at MiramirO 

 

Total amount of rehearsals days = 85.  

 

 

Why is this project the next step in our theatrical evolution and is it a logical step? 

Artists strive to continually renew and develop themselves and we are no exception. In our first show, “Is it 

me?” (2006) we played a couple with a problematic relationship. Our second piece “Waiting on you” (2008) 

told the story of the romantic, first moments of a new couple. 2012 brought a project of a different nature; our 

twin boys came into our lives and brought many challenges with them. In our third performance “Outside the 

Box” (2014) we played not only with the stereotypes and clichés surrounding gender but also with the use of 

text. At the moment we feel satisfied with the work we have done with more adult themes and feel it is time 

for a project aimed at a younger audience. Our sons are also the age of our target audience and they 

continuously present us with inspiration for the show.  

We do not however, underestimate the task that awaits us. The fact that the piece will be for a young audience 

does not mean it will be an easy process. One of our challenges will be reaching the specific audience as a 

primary goal, whilst making the show enjoyable for the rest of their family. 

We also have other personal goals that we wish to incorporate into the creation period. Since 2009, when 

Wibbe started to take guitar lessons, he had a secret dream of performing his own self-composed music live on 

stage. After much study, he now feels comfortable enough to start playing with compositional ideas for “Book 

Soup”. The musical goals for the show are: writing the musical accompaniment, playing live and manipulating 

existing techniques to use music in an acrobatic way! 

Acrobalance is our main discipline and we will continue to develop this technique. Training to reach a higher 

level has not been our main priority for a while now. Instead we are busy venturing into an investigation of the 

deeper possibilities that acrobalance can present. It is interesting to discover the ways in which specific tricks 

can convey a meaning or intention to the audience. They can be used in such a way that the atmosphere, 

emotion or situation can be clarified and intensified to create a strong piece of circus theatre. 

Rope, or corde-lisse is Vicki’s favourite aerial discipline and she is working to refine and improve her technique. 

We will see more of Vicki in the rope in “Book Soup” and we are already looking at new ways to incorporate 

her skills. 



Craig Weston 

Let us introduce our director Craig Weston, known for his innovative work with his company, The Primitives. 

Craig began with musical training as a vocalist and composer in America before moving to Paris to study at the 

Ecole Jacques LeCocq as a physical actor. During his career, Craig has worked interchangeably as an actor, 

dancer, composer and director, not only for his own companies, but for other groups such as Ensemble 

Leporello and Les Ballets C de la B. 

Craig has a wealth of experience in the world of theatre and worked with us on “Outside the Box”. The 

collaboration was a success and as a result, we have asked him to work with us on “Book Soup”. It is important 

to describe this relationship, because the term “director” is no longer an accurate description of Craig’s role in 

the process. He is however, more than an outside eye or coach. The core of our work is based on circus 

technique and it is of the utmost importance that we have time without Craig to discover and create new 

movement ideas and transitions between the tricks. This is something he cannot help us with. We need time to 

make a lot of material in order for Craig to have something to work with, as it is not so easy to work 

improvisationally with acrobatics to generate ideas. Once we have a lot of raw material Craig can begin his 

work selecting and refining the contents of the show. We can maybe best describe him as a director of our own 

ideas.  

 

Trial and error 

It is our goal to realise several tryouts from the beginning of the creation process, culminating with a series of 

tryouts in april, may and june 2018. We will achieve this with our partners and with schools in Gent. The point 

of these tryouts is to see if the children can get swept up in the fantasies that we create for them and where 

we need to make improvements. In the beginning it is important to us that we only perform for our target 

audience group and no one else. Later in the process we will organise showcases where professionals will be 

invited to, so that we can promote the work. We will evaluate every tryout, sometimes with our director and at 

other moments with our partners from MiraMiro and Circuscentrum. 

 



Budget. 

Income: 

Flemish Government:  € 15.200,- 

Own contribution:   € 14922,01 

Coproduction MiraMiro: €  7500,- 

Total:  € 37622,01 

 

Costs: 

Rent of rehearsal spaces: € 1912,50 

               Seating made by Bart Klinck: € 2250,-     

Rig made by Joppe Wouters: € 5414,85 

Communication costs: € 1000,- 

Payment of professionals: € 27355,- (for Wibbe and Vicki 85 rehearsal days at € 129,6753 per person per day =  

€ 22044,801,- and for Craig 18 rehearsal days at € 277,77 per day = € 4999,86 ) 

Total: € 37622,01  

The amounts for the payment of professionals are exclusive of V.A.T. because Fullsop VZW is exempt from tax until article 44 made by 

Flemish Law. 

 

What do we need? 

At the moment of writing, we are looking for places to rehearse, performance dates at festivals to launch the 

show and financial support to reduce production costs. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


